
LeanwareWMS – the warehouse 
management system with the most 
control and intelligence

      Why LeanwareWMS?

Improves logistics and production efficiency
  Enables material control and transparency 

during production 
  Dynamic inventory and XYZ product 

placement based on picking volumes
  Correctly timed picking for production
  Efficiently managed group picking
  Allows the seamless use of automation
  Enables logistics for WIP

Top productized system
  The customer will obtain the best practices in 

the industry (200 materials flow analyses and 
over 30 WMS projects)

  The easiest delivery with the least risks
  A diverse range of configuration options 

and can be customized to client needs when 
necessary

      Maximize efficiency from production logistics.
Inaccurate inventory balances and poor control result in significant component shortages in 
production. Component shortages waste time in operation and result in unnecessary work.  Another 
area that reduces production efficiency is moving and looking for materials in production. Logistic 
efficiency is significantly improved with efficient control and timing it correctly through optimization 
and without errors using the current personnel. The LeanwareWMS warehouse management system 
allows production efficiency to be improved by eliminating disruptions in logistics.

Improves quality
  Inventory balance accuracy at least 99 % 

  Minimizes component shortages in production
  Automated FIFO/FEFO

100 % Traceability and transparency 
 Error tracking
  Monitoring of serial, batch and product 

batch numbers
  Indicators for continuous improvement

The system that is the easiest to use with the  
most control
  Learning time shortened to even 15 minutes
  Allows employees to direct themselves
  Allows the flexible use of temporary labor
  Frees production personnel from  

transferring materials

WMS

Trust is earned.
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1. MATERIALS WAREHOUSE 2. PRODUCTION TRANSFERS/PRODUCTION LOGISTICS

Receiving Racking Picking for production

Packing Shipping

Component 
production + 

transfers

Picking and 
final assembly

3. FINISHED GOODS WAREHOUSE

Picking


